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“Numbers don’t lie,” says Pune based Number Queen
Dr Mmanisha Rakshe is a noted numerologist who has bought positive change to
many lives with her numbers.
By a staff reporter
In 2008-09, Datta, a welder made a nondescript request to a little known
numerologist. Datta wanted to know his lucky number. The number that the
numerologist suggested changed Datta’s life forever. He went on to win a lottery
of a sum that he only dreamt of.
Pune based numerologist Dr Mmanisha Rakshe has had a passion for numbers
since her childhood. All her life numbers have fascinated her and she has been
playing around with them. “It was at an early age that I discovered the value of
numbers. I found that some worked for you while as some did not. Also there were
some numbers which worked you for you but not for others,” said Rakshe. One
thing led to another and the curiosity of the number game made me take to books
and she started understanding the influence of numbers on an individual’s life.
“The study of numerology is as old as history, and various systems of this study
have evolved in different countries from time immemorial,” said Rakshe.
She added that during the second world war, Hitler used to consult his astrologer
on many occasions. It is also said that Napoleon Bonaparte used to spell his name
as Napoleone Buonapart but on the advice of a numerologist he omitted the letters
'e' and 'u' from his name and heightened the power of his personality, and became
the emperor.
Also in numerology there are no lucky or unlucky numbers as such. What may be
a lucky number for one person may not be so for another. It all depends on what
number one is governed by. Even then, in the past, some people have thoughts of
certain numbers as unlucky. For instance, the Romans regarded even numbers as
unlucky.

Today Mmanisha provides consultancy for personal name changes, business name
changes, signature changes, company name changes, names for new born babies
and even phone number changes.
“In 1999-2000, I used to run a marriage consultancy where I had a daily interaction
with hundreds of people. There are a certain percentage of couples who were
always fighting and wanted to separate. When I studied them from a numerology
perspective I found that there was conflict between their names and their date of
birth. Since date of births could not be changed I suggested a name change and it
worked wonders. Most of the couples started living together and many of them live
a happy married life.”
In numerology all the numbers have a particular vibration which may or may not
vibrate with each other. Every number has its unique quality. If the name number
total doesn’t matches with the total of birth date number it comes to a bad total,
then ill fortune, heart breaks, disease, quarrels, negative thinking and all kind of
wrong things happen in life. But if the name number vibrates with our date of birth
and comes to a good total, then it makes things move fast, removes confusion and
gives positive thinking, removes negative people around us, stirs growth of
business, fame, happiness in love, mental peace and satisfaction and all kinds of
success and happiness in all aspects of life.
Today among her clients, Mmanisha can boast of businessmen, politicians,
builders, journalists, doctors, models and wannabe filmstars.
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